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On the Order Dimension of Convex Polytopes 
KLAUS REUTER 
Given a convex polytope P, how does the usual affine dimension dimp(P) correlate with 
dim0 (L(P)), the order dimension of the face lattice of P? It will be shown that dimp(P) + 1,;;; 
dim0 (P)), that equality holds for some of the standard examples, but that the order dimension 
of cyclic polytopes C(n, d) can be arbitrarily large for fixed d ;;. 4. Using the Four Colour 
Theorem it is easy to show that a simple 3-dimensional convex polytope has order dimension at 
most 8. 
1. INTRODUCfiON AND PRELIMINARIES 
This study was motivated by a conjecture which I heard from J. Kahn, saying that 
the order dimension of the face lattice of a convex polytope is one more than its usual 
affine dimension. It turns out that, although a corresponding inequality holds, this is 
not true in general. 
What is used about convex polytopes is rather elementary and can be found in [ 6] or 
[1]. The face lattice of a convex polytope P will be denoted by L(P) and dimp(P) 
means the usual affine dimension of P, which is one less than the length of L(P). For 
the basic information about order dimension we refer to [5]. We often prefer to use the 
more general concept of Ferrers dimension of incidence structures (cf. [3], [4]) which 
might be not as widely known and will be explained below. Since we deal with lattices 
deduced from an incidence structure, namely the incidence of vertices and facets of 
some polytope, it is convinient to use the setting of formal concept analysis (cf. [9]). 
We recall some definitions. The incidence structure (G, M, I) where I is a binary 
relation between sets G and Miscalled a context. A pair (A, B) with A c G, B c M, 
A x B c I is called a concept of (G, M, I) if it is maximal in the sense that A c A c G, 
B c B c M and A x B c I implies A =A and B = B. The concepts of a context can be 
ordered by (A 1 , B1)::;.;; (A2 , B2): ¢::>A 1 cA2 and build a lattice denoted by m(G, M, I). 
A binary relation F of G and Miscalled a Ferrers relation if g1Fm 1 and g2 Fm2 implies 
g1Fm 2 or g2Fm 1 for all g11 g2 E G and m 1 , m2 EM. The Ferrers dimension of a context 
(G, M, I), denoted by dimp(G, M, I), is the minimal number of Ferrers relations 
which intersect in I. 
DIMENSION THEOREM ((10], cf. (2]). For a context (G, M, I), dimp(G, M, I)= 
dim0 m(G, M, I). 
Since a finite lattice L is isomorphic to m(J(L), M(L), ::;.;;), where J(L) and M(L) 
denote the join- and meet-irreducibles, respectively, one can determine the Ferrers 
dimension of (J(L), M(L), ::;.;;) in order to compute dim0 (L). Here is an easy example. 
Consider the face lattice of a 5-gon which is a crown with 0 and 1 (Figure 1). The inci­
dence of vertices and edges is represented by crosses in a table. Observe that the comple­
ment G x M\F of a Ferrers relation F is again a Ferrers relation. Therefore, instead of 
representing I as a intersection one can cover G x MV, i.e. the free cells in the table, 
with as few as possible Ferrers relations. In this example three Ferrers relations suffices 
to do so, showing that P has order dimension 3. In order to check whether a relation F; 
represented in a table by 'i's' is a Ferrers relation, it is enough to check whether the 
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rows (columns) of the table can be linearly ordered such that the jth row (column) of 
i's covers the (j + 1)th row (column) of i's. 
2. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE DIMENSION OF LATIICES 
For a context lK := (G, M, I) and forgE G set g' :={mE M Igim}, Ig :=In G x g' 
and !Kg:= (G, g', Ig)· 
LEMMA 1. For a context lK = (G, M, I) there exists agE G with dimFlKg < dimFIK. 
PROOF. Let U?=t F; be a minimal covering of G x MV with Ferrers relations F;. By 
the comment at the end of Section 1 there exists a row corresponding to some g E G 
such that this row is the maximal one under the rows with symbol 'n'. But this means 
Ig n F, = 0 and thus G x g'\Ig = U?~l(F; n G x g'). D 
LEMMA 2. In a lattice L there exists au eJ(L) with dim0 ([u, 1L])<dim0 (L). 
PROOF. Setting lK := (J(L), M(L), :!S) it is L = )S(IK) and [u, 1L] = )8(1Ku) for all 
ueJ(L). By Lemma 1 there exists a ueJ(L) such that dim0 ([u, 1L])=dimF(IKu)< 
dimF(IK) = dim0 (L). D 
For a lattice L a function h(L) will be defined as follows. Let OL = x 0 < x1 < · · · < 
Xn-I <xn = 1L be a chain of L of minimal cardinality such that X; eJ([x;_ 1 , 1]) for 
i = 1, ... , n; then h(L) is defined to ben. 
THEOREM 1. h(L) :!S dim0 (L) for a lattice L. 
PROOF. Let x 0 < · · · <xn be the just described minimal chain. By Lemma 2 there 
exists an ueJ(L) such that dim0 ([u, 1L])<dim0 (L). Clearly, h([x1, 1L)):!Sh([u, 1L]). 
Thus, by induction, h(L) = h([x1 , 1L]) + 1 :!S h([u, 1L]) + 1 :!S dim0 ([u, 1L]) + 1 :!S 
dim0 (L). D 
A lattice L is called graded if there exists a rank function r: L- N with 
r(y) = r(x) + 1 whenever y covers x. A lattice is called atomistic if each element is the 
join of atoms. 
CoROLLARY 1. Let L be a graded lattice in which [x, 1L] is atomistic for every x E L; 
then l(L) :!S dim0 (L). 
PROOF. Under the assumptions l(L), the length of L, equals h(L). D 
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CoROLLARY 2. Let P be a convex polytope; then dimp(P) + 1 ~ dim0 (L(P)). 
PROOF. Apply Corollary 1. 0 
3. THE ORDER DIMENSION OF SOME SPECIAL POLYTOPES 
We collect some observations and use the notation of [6, Ch. 2.3]. 
(1) The order dimension of ad-simplex is d + 1. 
This is because the boolean lattice with d + 1 atoms has order dimension d + 1. 
(2) Let P be a pyramid with basis Q, then dim0 (L(P)) = dim0 (L(Q)) + 1. 
To see this it is shown in Figure 2 how the incidence diagram Ip of vertices and facets 
of P arises by bordering from the incidence diagram IQ. 
Obviously, the new empty cell requires precisely one additional Ferrers relation. 
In the case of the bipyramid construction a corresponding result holds but the 
conclusions are more involved. We describe the construction for contexts in general 
(see Figure 3). For a context IK = (G, M, I) we define the context !Kb by (G U {r, s }, 
M0 U Mv Ib) with M0 = M X {0}, M1 = M X {1} and Ib = {(g, (m, i)) li = 1 or i = 2, and 
gim} U {r} X M 0 U {s} X M 1 • 
PROOF. The contexts (G, M, I), (G, M0 , I0 ) and (G, Mv I1) are isomorphic, where 
L: = Ib n G x M; for i = 1, 2. Of course, dimpiK ~ dimFIKb. We assume that dimpiK = 
dimFIKb and we shall lead this to a contradiction. Let dimFIKb = dimFIK = n, which 
means that there exists a set of Ferrers relations {S = {Et, ... , F,} with F; c I'j, := ((G U 
{r, s}) x (M0 U M1))Vb and I'j, = U F;. The sets {So:= {FE {S IF n {r} x Mo=i=0} and 
{S1 :={FE{SIFn{s}XM1 =1=0} are disjoint. For each FE{S we define F0 :=Fn 
G x M0 • Now we choose some fixed Fk E {S0 • The idea of what follows is to replace F~ 
N(F) Mo 
H(F) 
G to t, 
G 
XX ... X X 
s X X ... X X 
FIGURE 3. 
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by extensions of Ferrers relations of ~1 showing that n- 1 Ferrers relations already 
suffice for (G, M0 , 10 ). For FE ~1 we define H(F) := {g EG I there exists mE M0 with 
gFm}, N(F) := {(m, 0) EM0 IsF(m, 1)}, F := H(F) x N(F), F := F~ n G x N(F) and 
F := F 0 U F U F. After permuting rows and columns F looks as represented in Figure 
3, and it is easy to see that F is a Ferrers relation, too. Moreover, we claim that F c / 0. 
Since F 0 c / 0and F c / 0, it remains to show that F c / 0. Assume that there exist g E G 
and mE M with gl0(m, 0) and gF(m, 0). By the definition ofF there exists m* EM with 
gF(m*, 0). Of course, gl0 (m, 0) is equivalent to gl1(m, 1). Now, sF(m, 1) and 
gF(m*, 0) but slb(m*, 0) and gh(m, 1) holds, contradicting the fact that F is a Ferrers 
relation and F c //,. 
Now we are ready to finish the conclusion described above. Because of M0 = U {N(F) IF E~1} it follows that F~ c U {FIFE ~1 }. Therefore 10= U {F0 IF E~0\ {Fd} U U {FIFE ~1 }, which shows that n -1 Ferrers relation suffice for (G, M0 , / 0), 
a contradiction. 
It remains to prove that dimFIKb :,;;; dimpiK + 1. Let Fv ... , F, be Ferrers relations 
of IK with F;cJC and JC=UF;. Setting F?:={(g,(m,O))IgFm} and F;:= 
{(g, (m, 1)) IgFm} we define n := F? u F} fori= 1 ton -1, and F~ := F~ u {r} X Mo 
and F~+ 1 := F~ U {s} x M1 • Now it is easy to see that Ft, .. . , F~+ 1 yield a repre­
sentation of 11\\b. D 
The construction of 11\\b, which for polytopes is the bipyramid construction, relates 
also to cartesian product constructions as studied in [8]. In fact, Theorem 2 is 
equivalent to the following theorem, where the context W and the ordered set V are as 
described in Figure 4(a). 
THEOREM 3. Let IK = (G, M, I) be a context with a full row, i.e. there exists g E G 
with g' = M, then dimp!K x W = dimpiK + 1. 
[] 
(a) 
(b) 
X X 1 1 1 X X 1 1 1 
2 X X 1 1 2 X X 1 1 
2 2 X X 1 2 2 X X 1 
2 2 2 X X 2 2 2 X X 
X 3 3 3 X X 4 4 4 X 
3 3 3 3 3 X X X X X 
X X X X X 4 4 4 4 4 
(c) (d) 
FIGURE 4. 
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The ordered set version is: 
THEOREM 3'. Let P be an ordered set with a smallest element, then 
dimPXV=dimP+1 
Theorems 2 and 3 are equivalent because the context !Kb is a reduced context of 
IK x V and the Ferrers dimension does not change under reduction. As shown in [8), 
dimFIK x V ~ dimFIK + 1 can also be deduced from the fact that V has the 1-covering 
property. Coming back to polytope constructions we obtain, as a Corollary to 
Theorem 2: 
(3) A bipyramid P with base Q satisfies dim0 (L(P)) = 1 + dim0 (L(Q)). 
In Figure 4(b )-(d) a simple example is given in order to illustrate the bipyramid 
construction, a representation of the corresponding context and the connection to 
cartesian products. 
Repeating the bipyramid construction we obtain: 
(4) If Pis ann-fold bipyramid over a polytope Q then dim0 (L(P)) = n + dim0 (L(Q)). 
In particular, the face lattice of the d-crosspolytope has order dimension d + 1. 
(5) By duality, results analogous to (3) and (4) hold for prisms and n-fold prisms; in 
particular, the face lattice of the d-cube has order dimension d + 1. 
We now turn to cyclic polytopes. 
(6) Let C(n, d) be a cyclic polytope, then dim0 (L(C(n, 3)) = 4 for n ~ 4 and 
dim0 (L(C(n, d))> log log n for n -1 ~ d ~ 4. 
In the case d = 3 the context is simple enough to get along with four Ferrers relations. 
This is demonstrated in Figure 5 for n = 8. It is easy to see that the same principle 
works for general n ~ 4. The incidence diagram with crosses can be built using Gale's 
eveness condition. 
For d ~ 4 the polytope C(n, d) is 2-neighbourly, which means that every pair of 
vertices span a face. It is implicitly shown in [7] that the height-one-order consisting of 
n elements and all two element subsets has order dimension at least log log n. 
We finally discuss 3-dimensional polytopes. 
(7) The platonic solids have order dimension 4. 
It remains to determine the order dimension of the dodecahedron D. In Figure 6 
four orders of the faces of D are given. 
Expand these orders to linear extensions of the height-one-order of vertices and 
faces of D by filling in the vertices as far as possible to the right. One has now to check 
X X X 1 1 1 1 1 X X X X 
X X 2 2 2 2 2 X 2 2 2 2 
X 3 3 3 3 3 X )( X 2 2 2 
4 3 3 3 3 X X 1 X X 2 2 
4 3 3 3 X X 1 1 4 X X 2 
4 3 3 X )( 1 1 1 4 4 X X 
4 3 )( X 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 X 
4 )( X )( )( X X X 4 4 44 
FIGURE 5. 
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abcdetgh j k I 
X X 4 4 4 X 24 24 24 24 24 24 
2 X X X 4 3 3 2 23 23 24 24 2 
3 X 23 X X 3 3 2 23 23 24 24 2 
16 4 X 2 2 X X 3 2 2 2 24 24 2 
5 X 2 2 2 X X 2 2 2 24 24 2 
6 1 X X 4 3 3 X 3 3 4 4 2 
20 7 13 13 X X 3 3 2 23 23 2 X 2 
8 1 1 1 X X 3 2 2 2 X 4 2 
9 1 1 14 14 X X 24 2 X 4 4 24 
10 1 X 4 4 4 X 24 X 4 4 4 24 
11 1 X 4 4 3 3 X X 3 4 4 2 
12 1 1 1 14 1 X 2 X X 4 4 2 
13 1 1 1 1 X 3 2 2 X X 4 2 
14 13 13 1 X 3 3 2 23 23 X X 2 
15 13 13 X 3 3 3 X 3 3 3 X 2 
abcdefghijkl 16 1 1 14 14 13 13 X X 3 4 4 X 
lghijkbcdefa 17 1 1 14 14 13 13 14 X X 4 4 X 
feihbajdcglk 18 1 1 1 1 13 13 1 1 X X 4 X 
kjdcg/eihbaf 19 13 13 1 1 13 13 1 13 13 X X X 
20 13 13 13 13 13 13 X 3 3 3 X X 
FIGURE 6. 
that for each non-incident face-vertex pair (f, x) in at least one of the new orders f 
precedes x or, equivalently, that in at least one of the original face orders f precedes all 
faces incident with x. Although this way of looking at the problem helped to find the 
orders, it is rather tedious to check the above criterion. For that purpose it is easier to 
build the context and to fill in the Ferrers relations as follows. Fill all empty cells of the 
column a with '1 's'. Fill all empty cells of column b which are covered by the last 
column of 1's with 1's, and so on. At the end all free cells are filled which proves the 
assertion (Figure 6). 
PROBLEM. Do all 3-dimensional convex polytopes have order dimension 4? Or at 
least: is the order dimension of a 3-dimensional convex polytope bounded by some 
constant? 
The following is a result in this direction. 
(8) A simple 3-dimensional convex polytope has order dimension at most 8. 
By the well known four Colour Theorem, the faces of a 3-dimensional simple convex 
polytope P can be coloured with four colours such that faces of the same colour have 
no vertices in common. We describe eight orders of the faces of P. For the ith order 
(1 ~ i ~ 4) order first the i-coloured faces in an arbitrary but than fixed way and add the 
remaining faces in an arbitrary order. For the (i + 4)th order (1 ~ i ~ 4) order the 
i-coloured faces reversely and add again the rest in an arbitrary order. This obviously 
guarantees that for each non-incident face-vertex pair (f, x) in at least one of the eight 
orders f precedes all faces incident with x. 
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an improvement of an earlier version of Theorem 2. Recently it turned out that 
techniques developed by Schnyder (ORDER, Vol. 5 No. 4 (1989), 323-343) for 
determining the order dimension of planar graphs can be used to prove that a simple 
3-dimensional convex polytope has order dimension 4. Using these methods Trotter et 
al. are able to show that the order dimension of a general 3-dimensional convex 
polytope is at most 6. 
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